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TRACKS

I want to transform at the school and classroom level.
l John Bielenberg: “When Wrong is Right”
l Paloma Nikolic + Larry Corio: “The Power of Insights: Using Empathy and Synthesis to
Guide Meaningful Design Journeys”
l Dr. Erin Lynn Raab: “Designing Schools for Human Flourishing & Thriving Democracy”
l Allison Townsend + Daniel Hodge: “Co-Planning Learning: How Student Questions Drive
a Unit of Study”
l Julia Freeland Fisher: “Doubling down on students’ networks: A workshop on
relationship-centered innovations and designs”
l Emily Glass: “NuVu Studio: Innovation in Education”
l Laura Deisley: “Disrupting School, Making Connections, and Transforming Cities”

• How might we create elementary
classrooms that look and work in
radically new and different ways?
• How might we create secondary
classrooms that look and work in
radically new and different ways?
• How might we restructure our
elementary schools to look more like the
future, and less like the past?
• How might we restructure our secondary
schools to look more like the future, and
less like the past?

I want to transform at a systems level.
l John Bielenberg: “When Wrong is Right”
l Paloma Nikolic + Larry Corio: “The Power of Insights: Using Empathy and Synthesis to
Guide Meaningful Design Journeys”
l Julia Freeland Fisher: “Doubling down on students’ networks: A workshop on
relationship-centered innovations and designs”
l Maeve Murray: “Teachers as Lead Change Agents: Lessons Learned from the Fuse
Fellowship Model”
l Dr. Erin Lynn Raab: “Designing Schools for Human Flourishing & Thriving Democracy”
l Panel: “Equity and Personalized Learning: A Panel Discussion”

• How might we build systems that
institutionalize equity?
• How might we build systems that
institutionalize student support?
• How might we build networks that
connect our classrooms, schools, and
districts in new ways?
• How might we build networks that
connect our students to the world
outside of school?

l Dr. Graysen Walles: “Better Together: Leveraging School Networks”
l Kira Keane + Karla Phillips: “See, Join, Share: Tapping Networks for Communications
Success”

I want to transform the way people work in my organization.
l Etienne R. LeGrand: “You’ll get there faster if you take your people with you”
l Rajkumari Neogy: “The Biology of Belonging”
l Mark K. Sato: “Multipliers: How the Best Leaders Make Everyone Smarter”
l Will Corbett: “Total Motivation 101: The science of high-performing teams”
l Panel: “Equity and Personalized Learning: A Panel Discussion”
l Chad Littlefield + Will Wise: “How Connection before Content Can Help and Save Time
and Build Engagement”
l Anthony Kim + Megan D’Ambrosio: “Designing a Learning Org”
l Anthony Kim, Keara Mascarenaz, and Kawai Lai: “How To Develop Responsive Team
Habits”

• How might we connect more deeply with
each other in our collaborations and our
teams?
• How might our organizations truly
prioritize learning for the adults who
work in them?
• How might our organizations truly
prioritize continuous improvement in the
ways we work in teams?
• How might leaders unlock the full
potential of those who work with us?

